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GESTION INTEGRAL DE INGRESOS DE 
SANTA LUCIA , SLU
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2020 2019

106.228,77 87.969,94

8.994,04 9.195,83

97.234,73 78.774,11

3.449.089,76 3.434.611,30

10.467,44 5.431,67

1.999,99 1.999,99

1.999,99 1.999,99

8.467,45 3.431,68

4.499,96 4.082,82

3.434.122,36 3.425.096,81

3.555.318,53 3.522.581,24
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GESTION INTEGRAL DE INGRESOS DE 
SANTA LUCIA , SLU

2020 2019

3.424.850,85 3.363.163,52

3.424.850,85 3.363.163,52

147.576,00 147.576,00

147.576,00 147.576,00

3.215.587,52 3.165.923,49

3.215.587,52 3.165.923,49

61.687,33 49.664,03
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GESTION INTEGRAL DE INGRESOS DE 
SANTA LUCIA , SLU

2020 2019

130.467,68 159.417,72

9.000,01 9.000,00

9.000,01 9.000,00

121.467,67 150.417,72

121.467,67 150.417,72

3.555.318,53 3.522.581,24
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GESTION INTEGRAL DE INGRESOS DE 
SANTA LUCIA , SLU

2020 2019

-434.126,56 -433.433,70

-777.408,59 -752.607,18

-12.970,40 -14.841,98

1.286.192,88 1.250.072,68

455,90

61.687,33 49.645,72

18,31

18,31

18,31

61.687,33 49.664,03

61.687,33 49.664,03


